
if clauses Übungen
Verwendung

Welcher if-Satz ist der richtige? Wähle zwischen den drei Typen.

1. If Theresa hadn’t learned, she _____________ (n� /to pass) the test.
2. Trudy would travel around the world if she _________ (to win) a million.
3. If Elif ___________ (n�/see) Sarah every day, she would call her.
4. If Trudy goes out on Friday, Bartosz __________ (to go on writing) his science fiction story.
5. Vlad wouldn’t have bought this book if he _____________ (to know) that it is so boring.
6. If Bartosz ___________ (to wake up) earlier, he wouldn’t miss the bus almost every morning.
7. If it stops raining, Trudy __________ (to celebrate) her birthday outside.
8. She _____________ (n�/ to have) any �her relationship if Elif had met Sarah earlier.
9. If Ahmed were more self confident, he _______ (to take part) in the entrance exam to study singing.
10. Her fo�ball team would have played much better if Trudy ________ (to break) her leg.

if-Satz Übungen
Lösungen

1. If Theresa hadn’t learned, she wouldn’t have passed the test. (Type 3)
2. Trudy would travel around the world if she won a million. (Type 2)
3. If Elif didn’t see Sarah every day, she would call her. (Type 2)
4. If Trudy goes out on Friday, Bartosz will go on writing his science fiction story. (Type 1)
5. Vlad wouldn’t have bought this book if he had known that it is so boring. (Type 3)
6. If Bartosz woke up earlier, he wouldn’t miss the bus almost every morning. (Type 2)
7. If it stops raining, Trudy will celebrate her birthday outside. (Type 1)
8. She wouldn’t have had any �her relationship if Elif had met Sarah earlier. (Type 3)
9. If Ahmed were more self confident, he would take part in the entrance exam to study singing. (Type 2)
10. Her fo�ball team would have played much better if Trudy hadn’t broken her leg.


